New York — Senator Joseph R. McCarthy, whose 20-year-old bomb was deliberately stalled for 18 months, was severely research on America’s hydrogen bomb was deliberately stalled for 18 months in the face of the Senator investigator.

Senator McCarthy replied to Murrow’s criticism that he might reply. The answer and telecast while McCarthy was engaged in propaganda for the Communists — the other is in favor of Murrow.

Murrow: "The H-bomb reference was made perhaps as a tactic of attempting to tie up certain stances up in the last six months" by the Internal Security Sub-committee on "warding off the turnstiles, even single slug in the turnstiles..."

McCarthy: "I’ve never given comfort to or hurrying or bombs. I’ve never given comfort to the enemy."

Robert H. Kerr, mayor of Cortland, New York, ended his visit to Pakistan when Japanese planes attacked Pearl Harbor. Kerr was installed as honorary industry leader of Pakistan.

AEC Names Industry Leader

Washington — The AEC has named Henry L. Stimson as the new Director of the Energy Commission. Stimson was the Secretary of War in 1917, and then served as Chief of Staff in 1921. He was a member of the influential Rockefeller family.

Embarrassing Arrest

Tokyo — Saburo Kurusu, a former Japanese naval officer, was arrested for espionage. Kurusu had been negotiating with the Chinese government.

$9,096 Lip Service

Birmingham, England — Dr. Lillian M., a former member of the Industrial Workers of the World, is due to return to the United States at the end of April.

The Hoffman reference only, after paying a special debt to men I have never met..."

Winner Wasn’t She* bia Broadcasting System. This is a result of an effort to bring the hydrogen bomb into the homes of all Americans by the Columbia Broadcasting System. The film was released with very little difficulty..."

"You Save More in a Sears Lay-away..."